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From the Principal's Desk

Arts Evening
Congratulations to all the students (and staff) who 
performed at the Arts Evening.  The standard of 
performance was exceptional and highlights 
the skills of our students and the strength 

of our teachers.  Thank you to all the families that 
were able to attend. Performing in front of such a 
large audience is a fantastic opportunity, albeit a little 
daunting for some students!  Whilst the evening did 
run a little over time to some technical difficulties, I am 
extremely proud of our students for performing with 
professionalism far beyond their years.

Presentation Ball
Like so many events at Upper Yarra, the students who took part in the 2016 
Presentation Ball did themselves, the school and their families proud.  They were 
immaculately presented and their dances were perfectly timed.  I would like to 
commend them for their outstanding behaviour and their dedication to learning their 
dances.  Despite a few backstage wardrobe malfunctions, they put on a beautiful 
performance.

Essential Items Contributions
Can I remind families of the importance of paying the Essential Items Contributions.  
Whilst we would all like to believe education is ‘free’, there are many opportunities 
provided by Upper Yarra Secondary College that are not Government funded.  We 
rely on the Essential Items Contributions to ensure that we can adequately provide 
for your child. I implore families that have not yet made payment to do so.  If you are in 
circumstances that do not allow for immediate payment, please contact Alicia Spencer,  
our Business Manager and alternative arrangements can be made including a payment 
plan.

Some elective subjects require a subject levy to cover consumable materials that are 
taken home.  This  is clearly outlined prior to course selection.  Please note, if subject 
levies are not paid your child may be removed from that subject until payment is made.  
If  you are experiencing financial difficulty, please contact Alicia Spencer on 5967 1877

Request a Tour! Phone 5967 1877

Key Dates

Monday 6th June to 
Friday 10th June
Year 10 Exams 

Tuesday 7th June
GAT Units 3 & 4
UYSC Library 10 am

Year 7 Maker Day

Thursday 9th June
Year 8 Maker Day

Monday13th June
Queen’s Birthday Public 
Holiday

Tuesday 14th June to 
Friday 17th June
Unit One Exams

Monday 20th June
Units 2 & 4 Commence

Monday 20th June to 
Friday 24th June
Year 10 Work Experience

Tuesday 21st June to 
Friday 24th June
Year 9 City Experience

Friday 24th June                                   
Last Day of Term Two                      
2.30pm Finish



S t u d e n t s  o f 
t h e  We e k          ...recognising            

      excellence.

Year 8

For great leadership 
and involvement in 

school events:

ASHLEE SHOTTER

Year 9

For fantastic 
persistence on the 
DOXA hike at Mt 

Kooyoora:

DARREN BARLOW

Year 10

For their commitment 
and persistence in 
completing  their 

Humanities Inquiry 
Project:

JYE HOLLAND & 
JACK COSHUTT

Year 11

For the setting up and 
running of the Arts 

Evening:

NATAHLIA                   
VAN STRAALEN & 
HELENA BISHOP

For working hard in 
all subjects and 

having a positive 
attitude:

KASEY WITNISH

For excellence in all 
subjects:

AMANDA HARRIS

Year 7

Year 8

Year 12

Exams
This week all students begin a brief exam period after lots of preparation.  Our year 7 
students, are undertaking their first attempt at an exam under test conditions.  Among 
other things, this is a good opportunity for them to begin familiarising themselves with 
the process of exam taking - a skill in itself!  For the rest of our students, there have 
been many instances in which they have demonstrated their knowledge and abilities 
as a part of the larger assessment process.

Scott Tully | Principal

Leadership Elective - Home Care 
Excursion

Description / Educative 
Purpose:

As part of the Leadership 
Elective, students have forged a 
partnership with the Upper Yarra 
RSL. We are undertaking some 
home care duties of some of the 
older people associated with 
the RSL. This is a community 
service design to help students 
understand the value of 
volunteering for our community. 
Tasks will include gardening and 
general outdoor cleaning and 
tidying

Year 12 News
As a year 12 Vice Captain this year, I wanted to tell you a little about 

myself and my hopes for the future. 

The subjects I am studying this year are English, Physical Education, 
Health and Human Development and Business Management. I also fast 

tracked Biology last year. VCE is not easy, it requires a lot of time and effort 
with homework and studying. I have not always found school easy so I have to study 
hard to achieve good scores which isn't a bad thing, it just helps me understand the 
content more. 

There is not just homework given by teachers, there is also the extra personal study 
commitment required. The type of extra studying I do for all my subjects are things like 
writing on cue cards which will help me for exam preparation at the end of the year, 
and also doing questions throughout the text book. 

At the end of last year I wanted to do an unscored VCE where you don't do SACs and 
exams as I didn’t think I wanted to go on to university. But after a lot of consultation 
with teachers, I decided to stay with a scored VCE to keep my options open for the 
future. I don't regret the decision I made for one minute. I am glad I stayed to do a 
scored  VCE as I wanted to push myself and see what I am made of . Once I leave school 
next year I hope to complete a Diploma in Beauty Therapy and later on in life, may go 
to university and study something that I enjoy. VCE requires a lot of hard work but I 
enjoy a challenge as life is full of them, I enjoy setting myself a goal of trying to achieve 
high SAC scores. 

On Tuesday 7th June all students studying a Unit 3/4  will be sitting the GAT. We have 
been preparing and talking about this in our Wednesday Options class and we got to 
meet the lady who will be running the test so we will be more prepared.  The GAT does 
not go towards our VCE results but can be used to calculate derived exam scores so 
we must try very hard and take the three hour exam very seriously.

A final piece of advice for all students going into year 12. Always go into it with the 
attitude that you are going to work hard and give it your best shot as that is all the 
teachers and your families can ask of you. Good luck to the year 12s for the rest of this 
year and the exams. Study hard!!!

Chloe Verkes | Vice Captain

Year 11 News
Year 11 so far has been a great start to VCE and VCAL, with everyone 

forming new friendships, overcoming previous challenges and developing 
the confidence to take on new adventures. With camps, the Presentation 
Ball and more, everyone is looking forward to seeing what the rest of the 

year has in store. 

Clare Kandybko | Year 11 Vice Captain 

Year 10 News
So far, everybody has been going pretty well. We have successfully 

transitioned into senior school and are working very hard in our studies. 
The increased workload was a bit of a shock to many of us, but we are 
learning to manage it. Some of us are fast tracking (studying year 11 

subjects) and we are all enjoying it. We will be doing work experience 
towards the end of June and are really looking forward to the experience as 

well as learning about what the workplace might be like for us in the future.

As of this point, year 10 students are excitedly awaiting the rest of the year and the 
new experiences we will encounter.

Hannah Mahoney | Year 10 Captain



Deb was one of the most 
amazing experiences of my 
life. The dancing was my 
favourite part of the whole 
experience as well as the 
dance lessons leading up 

to the Deb. I would highly recommend it to 
everyone. Maddison Horsely Yr 11

The best thing about Deb 
was spending the day with 
close friends and getting to 
enjoy a once in a lifetime 
experience. It was good 
that all our families came 
together to support us. My 

favourite part was feeling like a princess for 
the day. Chantelle Marchese Yr 11

I really enjoyed learning 
the dances, and it was fun 
to get out there and show 
off what we had learnt. 
Hanging out with my mates 
beforehand was also lots of 

fun.   Mitchell Arnold Yr 11

I really liked learning the 
dances and dressing up 
and looking good in my 
dress. I enjoyed socialising 
with girls and seeing 
everyone all dressed up.                           

Raveena White Yr 11

I enjoyed the Deb because 
it was a great experience. 
My favourite thing was the 
dancing thanks to Mark 
from MarShere Dance 
Studio for all his help.  
Chelsea Ross Yr 11

The Deb was a really 
memorable night because 
it was a once in a life time 
opportunity to dress up, 
spend time with friends and 
learn how to dance. Everyone 
should do it in the future! 
Grace Bariola Yr 11

The Deb was the best night 
of my life! I had so much fun 
with my friends and I got to 
wear a pretty white dress.  
Celeste Bartel Yr 11

Presentation Ball 2016On Friday 20th May 40 students 
from year 10-12 participated in 

the 2016 Presentation Ball. The night was a great success and 
all the participants should be very 

proud of their efforts on the evening as well as leading up to the big event!                                                              Lisa Vanderkolk  



PINK 
DAY!

Pink Day
On Thursday 19th May the Student Representative Council had the pleasure of hosting the annual Pink Day in support of the Yarra 
Valley Ladies in Pink. The money raised will help support those in our community whose lives have been impacted by cancer. 

The Pink Day consisted of students and teachers wearing pink, competitions such as down ball and cricket, and a food stall where 
we sold items such as pink lolly bags and pink lemonade. There was also a photo competition between each home group for the 
Most Creative and Most Pink photo. The winners were 7A for Most Creative photo and 11A for the Most Pink. The whole day was 
a great success and we were able to raise $472.00 for the Yarra Valley Ladies in Pink. Thank you to everyone who got into the pink 
spirit of the day and helped raise money to support people in our community!

Tatum Summers | SRC President



 

 Year 11 Business Management Yakult Excursion
On May 3rd the VCE Business Management class went to the Yakult             
factory in Dandenong. We were given a tour around the factory where we 
learnt about operations management and the manufacturing process. 

Year 12 student, Alannah Kioulafas, said that, “The tour at the Yakult factory       
was very interesting and informative. I learnt a lot about the operations management and 
the manufacturing process of the products.” 

During our tour we were shown around by Dinah, an employee at Yakult. She 
explained the importance of technology and showed us how Yakult is actually made. 
We learnt about the history and founder, Minoru Shirota. As a group we were 
surprised to discover that Yakult only employs 120 staff over Australia and New 
Zealand. Dinah discussed the high safety standards that Yakult must follow.

Year 11 student, Ebony Lily, said that she learnt, “… the OH&S standards are taken very 
seriously, and that not all companies are money hungry.” 

Overall, it was a great experience that will further benefit our Business Management 
studies.

Kasey Witnish  Yr 12

Year 9 City Experience 2016
Not long now until the Year 9 City 
Experience. The students will spend the 
Monday at school planning their groups 
and learning the processes for the week. 
Tuesday the students will take part 
in the great race around Melbourne, 
which will test their navigation and 
organisational skills as they make their 
way around the city in their groups. 
Other activities during the week 
include- rock climbing, Kung Fu, The 
Melbourne Zoo, The National Gallery, 
QVM, street art tour, Birrarung walk, 
geocaching, The State Library, Salvation 
Army and a tour of the MCG.

The program offers activities which are 
both free and requiring payment. These 
activities are aimed at meeting our Year 
Level’s focus of students becoming 
worldly, resilient and respectful. Forms 
are now available for consent and 
payment and are also accessible on 
Compass. This is always a rewarding 
experience for the students as they 
experience a broad range of cultural, 
social and historical activities.

Denise Muir | Year 9 Team

Intermediate Boys Football
The intermediate boys football team had a fantastic day out at Wesburn Oval 
playing against other school teams from the Yarra Ranges. We had two wins 
against Monbulk and Yarra Hills and a loss against Lilydale Heights. We placed 
third overall which is a great performance from the boys. Best: Jackson McLaren, 
Dean Briggs, Zac Green, Mitch Anderson, Flynn Graper, Harry Relf. 
Shaun Ferris | Year 9 Leader

Year 9 News



 

Option Computer Art
These are some examples of work 
from the “Computer Art Option.” 

Amanda Harris in 7A, drew her cat 
using water colour pencils. She then 

scanned the original image and 
manipulated it on Photoshop, inspired 

by themes in “patterns” and “cityscape.”                              
Verne Simmons | Design Tech Teacher

Year 8 News
Year 8 Camp

From the 4th to the 6th of May the year eight camp was held. A 
group of around 20 kids went, going all the way to the Doxa camp in 
Malmsbury where they participated in activities like rock climbing, low 

ropes course, a night time campfire, and archery. Another activity that they 
participated in was the leap of faith, which is an activity in which they had to climb up 
a vertically placed log and then once at the top, stand on a small platform and try to 
touch a buoy as they jumped off it. With plenty of free food and a Disney movie night, 
everyone said they enjoyed their time. 

 Athletics Day
On the 2nd of May at Mount Evelyn, the Upper Yarra Sports Carnival 
was held. Lots of students from all grades joined into activities like 

100 and 200 metre sprints, 400, 800 and 1200 metre runs, long 
jump, high jump, javelin, discus, shot put and many more! Plenty of 

blue, red, and green ribbons were handed out on the day, and everyone 
tried their absolute best to achieve a high score, or their personal best. The year 8 
champions were Brooke Raistrick and Corey Gooren.

Jana Krslovic Yr 8



 Junior Leaders Primary School Tabloid Sports
On Friday 20 May, Mr Gray took the Junior Leader students at Years 7 and 8 out to 
the Yarra District Primary School Tabloid Sports for Prep – Grade 2. Our students 
were in pairs and were required to run an event each on the day. The events were 
obstacle courses, parachute play, athletic throwing events, memory challenges and 
other striking and catching endeavours. The primary school was incredibly happy 
with our students and many commented that this was the best that the event had 
ever been. Our students were excellent and really showed the amazing leaders we 
have in Junior School. I personally want to say a massive thanks to all involved for 
representing us so well.

 Mitchell Gray | Junior School Leader

Leadership  Elective
Our Year 9/10 Leadership students have been undertaking formal leadership training and have formed a partnership with the 
Upper Yarra RSL to administer their Homecare Program. We have been to three homes to help out some elderly residents in their 
gardens. All the residents were either World War 2 veterans or had given a life of service to the RSL and it was now our turn to 
volunteer to help them. We have been tidying up garden beds, weeding, raking, pruning, pulling out blackberries, etc. We even 
featured in a recent copy of the Upper Yarra Mail. The Leadership students have been fantastic and have commented upon how 
much they have gained from helping others.

Mitchell Gray | Junior School Leader



Writing Across the School
At UYSC we have a whole school focus on improving student writing.  Here are some 
high quality examples of structured writing pieces from students at different year 
levels. 

Year 8 FLIP Paragraph - Japan in the Middle Ages and the Samurai
In order to be a good samurai a person had to have hectic fighting skills.  Training 
methods were different for every samurai but they all followed the rules of Bushido.  
They had a sense of duty to family, employer and fellow warriors.  They also had to 
prepare for death.  Samurai were taught that they could die at any minute so they had 
to live with no regrets.  Samurai were really fit.  They would go without food, water and 
sleep to harden themselves up.  The also sat under snow and cold waterfalls with no 
clothes on.  Along with practicing these crazy skills, they also learnt to use weapons.

Riley Collette Yr 8

Unit 4 History Source Analysis                                                                            
Robespierre, the Terror and the French Revolution
Source 1 suggests that Robespierre and his government were entirely to blame for the 
large death toll of The Terror. Robespierre was blamed because of the committees his 
government established with the intention to suppress any threat to the revolution. 
These committees, such as the Revolutionary Committees of Vigilance and the 
Committee of Public Safety, as well as the Law of Suspects, quickly became excuses to 
repress the people of France with the threat of execution. Furthermore, Robespierre’s 
group, the Jacobins, used The Terror to eliminate political oppression, in what was 
justified by Robespierre as “any distraction to the revolutionary government was 
counter-revolutionary and therefore needs to be removed”. In what is called the 
‘Jacobin’ or ‘Factional’ Terror, the Jacobins targeted and executed the Hebertists for 
their encouragement of insurrection, and the Dantonists, or Indulgents who called for 
less use of terror. The only political group left joined with the Jacobins in fear, leaving 
the Jacobins in complete control, making it easy to blame Robespierre for the terror, 
as at this stage, he and his government had benefited from it most. 

Rachael Lee Yr 11

Year 12 English, Imaginative 
Piece Summer of Seventeenth 
Doll
Timed writing (60 minutes)

Prompt:                                                                      
Sometimes one may feel satisfaction 
if they do not belong.

She 
By Tatum Summers

She wanders through towns,
She slips through the cracks,
Belonging to no one,
She makes her own tracks.

Belonging she felt, 
Was overrated at best,
Her satisfaction lay,
Without needing the rest.

She’d do what she must,
To not need a home,
But nothing did phase her,
Not even being alone.

Time didn't change her,
It didn't take a toll,
She was who she is,
It stayed deep in her soul.

She stood out from the crowd,
She didn’t follow trends,
It didn’t matter to her,
How she was viewed from their 
lens.

People did pass her,
They didn’t know how to feel,
They thought she was broken,
But there was nothing to heal.

Not belonging to something,
Made her alone but free,
Her legs could take her 
anywhere,
Anywhere she’d like to see.

Not needing a place,
To belong to a whole,
Made her who she was,
She didn’t need it at all.

Who she is,
Is not where she stays,
Her strength isn’t gained,
By her place in the day.

She wanders through towns,
She slips through the cracks,
Belonging to no one,
She leaves her own tracks. 

Food Technology News
Preservation, including the reasons 
we preserve food and methods of 
preservation.  To reinforce the theory, 
they have been using sugar as a 
preservation method to decorate a mini 
fruit cake.  The students have worked 
hard to design and create some fantastic 
decorated cakes, with all decorations 
made by hand.  They used fondant icing 
to mould into different shapes and cover 
their cakes.  They also used fondant icing 
to pipe different shapes and decorations.

Tracey Leicester | Food Technology

Nikitta ColeCrystal Lazarus Donkin Lochie Dainter Bryan

Zac Dunn

Ellie Smith

Zarah McIntyre

Trent Hedger

Alyssa Parkins

Timothy ChambersStella Fuss Bryn O'Brien

Charlee-Maree Robinson



JAPANESE HOMESTAY
Through the Melbourne Homestay 
Centre Program, UYSC is looking for 
placement for 10 visiting Japanese 
students (5 boys and  5 girls, 14 and 
15 years old) during August this year. 

They arrive on Wednesday 10th 
August 2:30 pm and depart 
on Wednesday 17th August 3:30pm

This is a great opportunity for those 
learning  Japanese or those who are 
interested in learning about other 
cultures. You will need to be prepared 
to take students to experience  areas 
of Melbourne over the weekends 
and join in our unique Australian way 
of life - Saturday sport? or music? 
They are keen to experience the 
countryside and see Melbourne. They 
come from a coastal area - we may 
be lucky and give them a chance to 
experience snow if it’s cold.

There will be payment to families per 
student to cover basic costs, approx 
$200 and the school will organise a 
trip to Healesville Sanctuary during 
the week. They will be joining in some 
classes during the day. They will be 
dropped at school by bus, and leave 
from school, so no trip to the airport 
required! I will be matching students’ 
interests and families that are willing 
to offer a place.

Please contact me with an expression 
of interest by email  and let me know: 
• if you are able to take two 

students or one,
• boy or girl preferred 
• if you  have a separate room or 

share  option.
• smoking/non-smoking  inside or 

outside
• pets
• country type property or in town 

area
• ages of children at home
• interests - Sports, Arts , Music, 

other?
• Working with Children's Check 

- or willingness to apply for this 
(free an online process).  

Japanese students will be contacting 
their families prior to arriving. The 
students attending will have gone 
through a competitive selection 
process, and have been studying 
English Language.

For further information please contact 
Patricia Broom or Lyle Wenholz at the 
College 5967 1877

Senior Girls Volleyball
Earlier this year a team of year 12 girls took part in what turned out to be an enjoyable 
day with lots of laughs, in the seniors volley ball tournament. Playing a total of three 
games against other schools we came 4th. 

With the wisdom and encouragement of our couch Mr Blattman, our skill level of 
actually getting the ball over the net and teamwork built as the day went on. Overall, 
the day was successful in making memories in our final year of school. It’s days like 
these that I’ll remember when looking back over my experiences of high school. I 
strongly encourage all students of younger year levels to take part in these team 
sporting events to create their own school memories.

Bronwyn Lee | Yr 12

National Reconciliation Week
Upper Yarra Secondary College celebrating the commencement of National 
Reconciliation Week ‘’Our History, Our Story, Our Future’’ by taking part in Worawa 
College’s Reconciliation Week Sports Carnival in Healesville. A tremendous 
demonstration of reconciliation and inclusion!

Melissa Jones |Indigenous Liaison



Creative and 
Performing Arts 

Evening
It was a full house! Great to see so many 
parents and friends! Congratulations to the 
talented performers, artists, sound techies, 
stage hands, and staff who all worked so 
very hard to make this a fantastic evening!



 

Duke of Edinburgh Adventurous Journey
This year Duke of Edinburgh students will have the opportunity to attend 2 camps 

as detailed below. Please return your expression of interest forms and deposits to 
secure your place. For more details visit Compass, or see Miss Foley, Mr Blattman or 
Mr Gardiner.

July 20th-22nd

Hiking and horse riding in the Victorian 
High Country

October 17th-21st

Hiking and sea kayaking at Wilson’s Prom 
and Nooramunga Marine Park. 

H O W Q U A  H I G H  C O U N T R Y W I L S O N ’ S  P R O M O N T O R Y 

Congratulations Georgia!
The whole school joined in the presentation of the Macpherson Smith Rural 
Foundation Scholarship to Georgia Rokicki, College Captain 2015. The guests included 
Peter Ekstedt, CEO, Macpherson Smith Rural Foundation, Cr Jim Child, Yarra Ranges 
Shire Councillor - O'Shannassey Ward, Cindy McLeish, Member for Eildon, Tony 
Smith, Federal Member for Casey, College Council President Glenn Bray and Christine 
Rokicki (Georgia’s Mum). The Mcpherson Smith Rural Future Leaders Scholarship 
Program supports and develops future leaders in Victorian Rural and regional 
communities by providing scholarships for year 12 students who demonstrate 
leadership potential and a passion for rural Victoria, to study at a Victorian university.

Aviation Studies 
A dedicated group of students, from year 7  to year 12, have been focused on 
developing their flying skills using the flight simulators at UYSC, under the very 
competent direction and guidance of Mr Alf Noutso, from Box Hill Institute of Adult 
Education. This has proved to be an enjoyable experience for all involved, as Alf is 
pleasantly surprised by the keen range of questions that continue to keep him on his 
toes. The group will be tested this week on a close formation take off and flight, for 
which they will have to put in some practice to succeed. We are very grateful for the 
generous time Alf has given our students in teaching the basic coursework in flight 
training. Perhaps a few may look at the Aviation options at Box Hill in Lilydale as a 
future career option. Thanks to Nicholas Bickerton,  for his continued assistance in 
setting up each week and his support for the younger students.

Patricia Broom  | Assistant Principal

Linking Learning Dinner 
Congratulations to the VET Hospitality 
students for their efforts catering for 40 
guests attending the Linking Learning 
Project presentation on Wednesday 24th 
May. 

There was much praise from all who 
enjoyed the meal, and further catering 
opportunities have been requested. 
In particular, thanks to Tarli Lovelock 
and James Lilly who stayed later in the 
evening to assist the service, after a long 
day preparing the meal.

UYSC Uniform
A big thank you to the vast majority of 
students who attend school each day in 
full and correct uniform.  Now that the 
cooler weather is here,  some students  
will choose to wear an additional layer 
of clothing under their uniform.  Can I 
remind families, that the out of uniform 
item MUST NOT be visible during the 
school day and that ‘hoodies’ under the 
school uniform are not acceptable.  

 Scott Tully | Principal


